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ULMA AB reserves the right to changes in details and specifications without a preceding message.           

 
 

 Information 
 
• Keep this manual so that it is accessible to professionals and future needs.                      
• Read this manual carefully before putting the pellet burner into service. 
• Follow the manual and its instructions carefully and do recommended management and maintenance.  

 
Registration to the local building authority in your municipality      
 
N.B.: At every change of heating system, the local building authority of the municipality has to be contacted 
and a so called “Construction Registration” is made. 
 
Inspection           
Heating plants installed today shall be inspected and approved by authorized inspector like the local certified 
chimney-sweeper. The local building authority in the municipality can inform you how this could work.  
 

Important at installation          

• Run the feed auger of the burner by itself until the pellets start to come in constant flow. This can be made 

by connecting the feed cable of the burner directly to the cable of the auger. Run the auger approx. 15min 

after the first pellets have reached the outlet on the auger.                              

• The auger shall have a max angle 45 degrees and not be below 43 degrees.  

• We recommend that the length of the hose, between the burner and the auger, should not be below 

500mm. The auger shall also be placed so that it sits a little to the side of the tipping chute of the burner, 

this to avoid that pellets can fall down into the burner if back burning would occur when the hose burns off 

as a part of the safety.           

•. The start dose shall be weighted and have a weight of about 130gram or a volume of approx. 2 dl. Less 

quantity gives problems at ignition of the fuel and can create wood-gas in the hearth of the boiler that then 

gives wood-gas puffs if, when the fuel is ignited in the burner. Larger quantity make the effect calculation 

of the burner not correct and the parts of the burner get a shorter life time if it is run on too high effect. This 

is important since ULMA AB does not compensate burners that are incorrectly installed on the warranty 

part.                                         

• At adjustment of the burner, the draft limiter should be adjusted after the draft conditions of the chimney.                                  

• The feed cable of the burner shall be connected above the overheating protection of the boiler.              

 
Sweeping 
Chimney sweeping shall in accordance with the fire-protection law shall be made frequently during the year. 
This is made by your local chimney sweeper. Regular cleaning of heating surface of the boiler shall be made 
in a way so that good operating economy is obtained. Prepare sweeping by turning off the boiler at least a 
couple of hours before cleaning to minimize the amount of glowing ash.  
 
Warning! 
See to that the power to the boiler is turned off before the cover over the burner is removed and dismount 
cabling to the burner when the burner is removed from the boiler.  
 
Maintenance agreement increases operation length and life of the burner                    
ULMA AB recommends subscription of annual maintenance agreement.        
For more information contact your local ULMA retailer.         
         
Change of wear parts   
ULMA AB always recommends that wear parts, when needed, are being changed by an authorized service 
technician at your ULMA retailer. Ulma’s retailers can provide necessary spare parts and at change make 
sure that the parts being changed on the unit go through alignment and that a flue-gas analysis of the unit is 
made.  
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 Description 
Ulma3000 TCA is intended to be mounted on a boiler and shall be fueled with 6-8mm wood pellets. The 
enclosed conveyor feeds the fuel from a separate storage. The integrated PLC steering controls the burner 
via the temperature giver that starts and stops the burner automatically. The burner has a switch for on-and-
off switch that sits on the right side of the burner. The burner is provided with a PLC system that controls the 
supervision and controls the combustion. The burner is ignited with help of a hot-air heater when the boiler 
temperature goes below the pre-set thermostat setting. The start procedure is fully automatic in several steps 
to get a fast and almost smoke free ignition. To then stop completely when set max temperature has been 
reached. After a short cooling phase the burner stops and re-starts when the thermostat calls for more heat.                              
 
Construction 
The construction and choice of material are made with a long life time in mind. The firing zone of the burner is 
made of stainless, acid proof and high temperature constantly steel. The burner is an overflow fed kind of 
burner and equipped with compressed air cleaning.                                  
 
Pellet break    
In the lower part in the fall shaft we have placed a ”cat door” that works as a break and place the fuel on the 
right place in front of the ignition element. The end-stop also works as a pellet break in the front edge of the 
burner pipe.                 
 
Safety functions    
Ulma3000 TCA fulfills all existing safety requirements and norms according to the Swedish National Housing 
Board. The burner is equipped with several, of each other independent, safety functions.         
 

 The overheating protection on the tipping chute that turns off the burner when the temperature goes 
over 70°. 

 The flame guard that has the supervision of the flame.                        

 The fall shaft that prevents contact between pellets and combustion.                               

 A third safety detail is the plastic feed hose between feed auger and burner. The hose melts off at too 
high temperature and thereby cuts off the pellet feeding to the burner.                               

 
Unpacking  
At unpacking of the burner, make sure that all parts on the list below are there:                                         
 
     1. Pellet burner Ulma 3000 TCA 
     2. Installation and maintenance instructions 
     3. Fall hose with hose adapter           
     4. Kit with mounting set (mounting chain)               
     5. 2 screws for mounting of tipping chute 
     6. Metal inlet                 

 
Mounting of tipping chute  
Cut off the bundle band and fasten the tipping chute 
with screws in suitable angle.             
N.B.! Be careful with the cables. See picture to the 
right.    
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 Installation 
Ulma3000 TCA shall be mounted in one of the doors of the boiler. It is often suitable to mount it in the oil 
burner door, but if the space for ash is small the door for wood burning could be a good alternative. If the 
door is so small it can not be opened without removing the pellet burner, it can easily be removed and re-
mounted with the enclosed mounting flange.  

 
Mounting of the burner  
 

1. Decide where on the boiler the burner should be mounted. If possible place it so that you can open 
the door with the burner still on, since that facilitates the operation.                        
N.B.! THE DOOR MAY NOT BE POSSIBLE TO OPEN WITHOUT THAT THE POWER TO THE BURNER IS 

SWITCHED OFF. 
 

2. Mark out where the burner shall be placed and 
make a hole in the door, with for example a 
compass saw for metal. Mount the docking 
flange and pack with fireproof insulating mat or 
high temperature silicone, we do not 
recommend boiler cement. The sleeve 
coupling shall be mounted with the auger 
upwards. Insert the burner and direct it up 
straight and tighten the screw. If possible, we 
recommend that you mount a fireproof board 
on the inside of the door that for example is 
fastened with a sheet-metal of approx. 1-2 mm 
in stainless. This makes you avoid radiant 
heat backwards towards the burner. See 
picture example to the right.                  

 

3. Make sure that all doors and dampers are packed, so that air can not enter. This is a disadvantage 
since it makes it more difficult to adjust the burner to optimal combustion since it is then leading to 
too high surplus of oxygen in the combustion and in turn a worse efficiency.                            

 
4. When the burner is mounted and possible packing of the boiler is made, the auger should be 

mounted. Fasten the auger with the enclosed chain in the ceiling. Before the auger and the burner 

are mounted together, see the start and settings chapter. IMPORTANT! IF FLUE-GAS DAMPER EXISTS 

IT SHOULD ALWAYS BE OPEN. ALL DOORS AND FLUE-GAS CONNECTIONS SHALL BE PACKED. This is extra 

important if the chimney is narrow or generates bad draft for another reason. Otherwise there is a risk 

for indention at start, especially if the burner is not correctly set.  
 

Feed auger  
The inlet end on the auger shall always be approx. 100 mm from the storage bottom. The angle from the 
horizontal level shall be between 43 and 45 degrees. The feed auger has to be fastened well since it wants to 
work its way into the storage. The auger is hanged up in the front edge with the enclosed chain and fastened 
well in the ceiling. The feed auger should be placed so that it does not sit right above the tipping chute on the 
burner. This only to avoid that pellets can fall down into the tipping chute if back fire would appear and the 
hose burns off as part of the safety. The auger shall be removed from the storage at least once per year and 
be cleaned from chip wastes. Then re-mount the auger and connect the connection cable of the auger with 
the net cable of the burner and run it manually until pellets have been fed out from the auger in about 15 
minutes. This to avoid air pockets that could cause uneven feeding. Also control the angle of the auger again. 
We recommend that you run the auger a couple of times manually for 70 seconds intervals and then weight 
each dose to see if the auger gives an even feeding. The margin of error should only be within 3-4 %. In 70 
seconds the auger gives approx. 150 grams that is the recommended start dose.   
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Manufacturing of feed pipe from 75mm plastic pipe         
The length of the plastic pipe should not be over 2m. That could bring uneven feeding. A shorter feed auger 
is always preferable. The standard length of a plastic pipe is 1500mm. Then engine and adapter are required, 
The standard length of our spiral is 1670mm. (Please see mounting example.)        

 

 
Manufacturing and mounting example: 

   
1. Get the metal inlet.         2. Get a 75mm plastic pipe from 

your local supplier.    
3. Plastic pipe and metal inlet..     

 

  

4. Fasten the plastic pipe and the 
metal inlet with the enclosed 

screw.        

5. Get the auger engine.  6. Also the T-pipe that is 
enclosed in the kit.                

 

     
7. Mount mounting 
plate & auger and 
thread the auger 
spiral against the 
engine.     
 

8. Then thread 
back the auger 
spiral approx. 
10mm. So that it 
does not go 
against the engine.  

9. Fasten the outer 
the binding screw.  

10. Fasten the 
inner binding 
screw through the 
drilled hole.                

11. The spiral 
 mounted on  
 the engine. 

           
12. Push the plastic pipe together 
with the T-pipe in the opposite end 
you drilled the inlet hole in the 
plastic pipe.    

13. The outlet hole on the plastic 
pipe should be 180 degrees 
towards the outlet on the T-pipe.                 

14. Fasten the plastic 
pipe with enclosed screw. 
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15. Auger pipe and T-pipe connected.              

  
16. Push the auger pipe over the spiral and press on 
and fix it in place with the outlet of the T-pipe towards 

the side of the connector on the engine.  

17. Fasten binding screw. 

 

 

18. Assembled auger with hose mounted.    
 

 
Boiler room & safety 
There has to be an open air supply valve in the boiler room to give air to the combustion. The free surface of 
the vent should correspond to the cross section area of the chimney. A hot air furnace can not get the hot air 
from the boiler room! From a fire safety point of view it is important that the boiler room is clean and dust free. 
Combustible materials should not be stored closer than 1,5m from the burner. Chemicals should not what so 
ever be stored in the boiler room since they are often inflammable and can also cause risk of explosion. The 
door to the boiler room should always be closed so that the room can work as a fire cell.                                           
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pellet storage 
The storage should be designed so that there are no unnecessary dust and chips at filling to avoid problems 
like vaulting of the pellets. Therefore we recommend completed storages from MAFA i Ängelholm.  
 
 
In cooperation with MAFA we can offer 
two models of week storages that we 
recommend MAFA MINI that holds 300 
liters and MAFA MIDI that holds 700 
liters. These storages are most suitable 
when using pellets in small bags. For 
houses and smaller real estates bulk 
deliveries is the most comfortable, 
effective and cheapest way to handle 
fuel pellets. The pellet storage MAFA 
VILLA is another intelligent home 
storage for 3 tons bulk filling (the pellets 
are blown in from a truck = comfortable). 
Holds approx. 5.7 m3. Corresponds to 
approx. six months consumption for a 
normal home.                        

 

 MAFA MINI week storage ( 300liter) 
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MAFA VILLA- package 5,7 m3 

 
For you who do not have room for pre-constructed pellet storages for handling bulk deliveries of pellets you 
can always build a permanent storage yourself that you adjust to your own space.                      
 
If you will build your own pellet storage for bulk transportation, it should pass following requirements:      
 

 To have room for 3 ton pellets which is the lowest weight at bulk delivery, a storage that holds at least 
6,5 cubic meters in volume is required. A total volume of 7,5 – 8 cubic meters is recommended since 
the storage is not possible to fill with pellets above the level of the refilling pipe.      

 The storage has to be packed and have a stable construction. We recommend that the storage should 
also be covered with a material like double plaster that resists fire for a shorter period.        

 The storage should also have a refilling pipe with a 100mm bulk joint.                        

 There should also be an evacuation valve with an area twice the area of the inlet.                            

 Under no circumstances plastic pipes can exist in the construction. This can cause static electricity that 
could lead to a dust explosion.                                                    

 
The suitability of the boiler                    
The Ulma 3000 TCA can be installed in almost all existing boiler on the market. It is important that he hearth 
is so big that he flame does not touch water cooled walls. There should also be room the ash. The smoke 
flues of the boiler may not be so narrow that they clog of the ash. Wood boilers have the advantage that they 
often have larger room for the ash and are easier to sweep, but even most oil fired boilers are suitable for 
Ulma 3000 TCA. When choosing where to place it a double boiler, make sure if there is a big difference 
between given effect between oil and wood. If the difference does not go over 10kw, the pellet burner should 
be placed in the wood door if it is possible to open the door with the burner mounted. A boiler meant for high  
efficiency more than 40kw can give too low flue gas temperatures (see the chapter chimney).      
 
The installation should always have an alternative energy source to decrease the vulnerability at stoppage of 
operation. For example immersion heater.                 
 
 
 
Minimum measurement of the hearth             
The distance between the upper edge of the burner pipe and the ceiling in the hearth should be at least 
50mm. There should be at least 200mm between the front edge of the burner and the back part of the hearth. 
This is adjusted with the enclosed docking flange. The minimum measurement to the bottom of the hearth 
depends on the construction of the boiler, but generally you can say that there should always be room for that 
amount of ash created for at least one week of winter firing.  
 

 
The chimney  
The chimney should be inspected and possibly test pressured before installation if it has not been operating 
before and had continuous maintenance from the local chimney sweeper. At smallest doubt contact your 
certified chimney sweeper for inspection. Please note that at too low flue gas temperature the flue gases may 
condense with risk of frost damages on the chimney as result. As a rule of thumb you should aim at a flue 
gas temperature of at least 70-80°C 1m down in the chimney when the burner is burning, this goes first of all 
for brick chimneys or similar material. The choice of flue gas temperature depends on the design and 
isolation, a steel chimney or walled chimney with flue lining tube are not as easily damaged of low flue gas 
temperatures, provided that possible condensate is drained continuously from the lowest point of the 
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chimney. This is the task of the installer to control at the installation.                   
If the chimney is already equipped with a chimney damper this should be completely open at pellet firing. If 
possible lock this in some way in open position.                                 
We recommend installation of draft limiter (Back draft door)                   
The draft limiter shall at installation be adjusted by the installer of approx. -0,10/- 0.15 hPa under pressure. 
The draft limiter also helps ventilate the chimney and minimize the risk of condensate problems. We 
recommend that it is mounted on the flue pipe out from the boiler. It should be placed so that flue gas 
measurements could be made before the draft limiter.           
Flue gas thermometer  
Provide your installation with a flue gas thermometer. Here you can easily see when the temperature rises 
and it is time to clean the installation. Suitable temperature rising is approx. 40-50 degrees. But you should 
also overlook the capacity of the boiler on hearth and convection part to take care of the ash amount in good 
time. The tighter intervals give better fuel economy and efficiency.          
Flue gas analysis  
At installation the unit should always be adjusted with a flue gas instrument and not only with help from the 
human eye. When the burner is in place and has been trimmed in with a flue gas instrument a print of the 
control measurements of the installer should be made. You should be able to read values like CO, O2, CO2, 
combustion efficiency, draft, flue gas temperature etc. This analysis should also be made in writing in the two 
forms that you find at the end of this manual. One of them you keep and one should be sent to ULMA AB in 
Svenljunga. If this is not followed the warranty part of the burner is not valid.     
Goal values: 
CO2 : 11,5 -13,5 % 
CO :10 - 300 ppm 
NOx  80- 100ppm 
O2 : 6,5- 8,5 % 
hPa : -0,10 / -0,15 (draft) 
Combustion efficiency (average): 90-95% 
Fuel quality     
The burner can handle most kinds of wood pellets between 6-8mm. At change of pellet deliverer the burner 
should be adjusted with a flue gas instrument. We also recommend one flue gas analysis per year to have a 
better control over the combustion.                       
Accumulator tank 
It could be favorably to use an accumulator tank connected to the boiler since it gives longer operation times 
on the burner and therefore better efficiency. But it is not financially sustainably to install an accumulator tank 
in connection with the installation of the burner if you e.g. will not have a solar installation or choose to mount 
the burner as a complement in a wood boiler.             
Maintenance of the burner 
 
 At least 2 times per year the burner should be taken apart and the outer burner pipe separated from the 
inner, since ash wastes is collected and sinter material that should be removed.     
 
 
                                                    

                                                         Replace the endstop 
 

                             Demount the burner according to the pictures on page 16 and 17. 
 

 
        1.Get the endstop and the inner        2. Use a pliers or similiar to     3. Use a tool to lock the endstop  
.           chamber unit.                                   press  the endstop in the hole.                                       

 
 
 

Then remount the reverse order as illustrated on page 16 and 17.. 
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                                Follow these instructions and pictures to install air cleaning. 
 
  

 

                                                                                                                                                                     
1. Set the burner on the edge.     2. Fit the hose supplied. 

 

                             
 

   3. Get the compressor.                                  4. Assemble the compressor wire with the burners. 

                    
5.Install the supplied airhose.                               6.  N.B.! Do not shorten the airhose 

   Start the compressor.                                              It will reduce cleaning. 
 
                               
 

 Up start & Settings      
 
At delivery the burner is not adjusted and therefore has to be adjusted with a flue gas instrument at the first start.                                 
 

1. Fill the feed auger with pellets before it is connected to the burner by connecting the connection cable 
 of the burner to the auger. Let it run for a couple of minutes after it has been filled (approx. 10-15min is 
recommended).                              

2. Setting of start dose (the amount of pellets at ignition). A good start dose is approx. 2 dl.                          
      (approx. 150 gr.) We recommend in first hand a letter balance to measure up the start dose.                         
3. To adjust amount of air and fuel for operation the flue gas instrument shall be used. Talk to your installer. 

Installation of right amount is important to obtain a good firing economy. Adjustment protocol should 
also be left to the customer in writing.        
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Programming and information about the PLC  
control  
 
 
 
 
When you for the first time turn on the switch you 
will see this information on the display. To switch 
between the menus you use button 1 that points to 
the left. To program you press in the white button 
to the very right together with button number 4. 
Change of desired value you adjust with button 2 
and 3. To jump between different variables within 
the same menu you use button 4 before you save 
data. Chosen value is saved with button menu/ok. 

                       

                        

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Menu two mostly handles the time for the start 
dose. Here you choose how many seconds the 
auger takes to feed 150gr to the optimal start dose 
we recommend (approx. 2dl) fuel pellets. As 
standard the value is 90 seconds input. The menu 
also handles the desired value of the photo 
resistance that controls the flame at combustion. 
The desired value is adjusted to 10 as standard. 
When the resistance feels the flame and reached 
input value the burner goes over to phase two in 
the combustion. The photo resistance value can 
also be read in real time. The photo resistance is 
also a part of the safety.        . 
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The ignition element of the burner is efficient and 
ignites the burner within 60-90 seconds. The fast 
ignition phase and combustion phase do so that the 
burner fast becomes stable on the flue gas values 
and also give very low CO- content. In phase two 
as we call the soft start level, the auger doses, 
during the up firing phase, the burner 5 times with 
three seconds operation intervals on the auger 
before it goes over completely to full effect level.           

                       
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
In the next menu you can read the effect of the 
burner. Therefore the measured weight/volume of the 
start dose is important in the whole context since the 
effect is measured after this and so is the feeding-
capacity and waiting time of the auger. Here you also 
adjust the time for the feeding of the auger and 
standstill time between the doses. Here you also 
choose between high, low or auto burning mode.                                 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this menu you set the right measured 
startdose.Then the power calculation will be right. 
You can set the maximum time between the air 
cleaning procedures. You can also read the 
operation time of the burner and how many times it 
has started.                    
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With the burner comes a temperature giver 
controlling start and stop of the burner. This giver 
should be placed in one of the plunger pipe of the 
boiler or in suitable place under the isolation of the 
boiler so high up as possible since the water 
temperature is warmest there.                      
 
 
 
 
In this menu you read the present boiler temperature 
and set the desired hysteresis.                                           
 
The basic setting is that the burner starts at 65 
degrees and turns off at 85 degrees. At longer 
operation times the effect increases and gives a 
better efficiency. Shorter intervals give more starts 
per 24h and contribute to more wear on ignition 
element and give higher fuel consumption. Therefore 
we recommend a hysteresis of minimum10degrees 
difference.      

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
The control system also keeps track of some history 
that could me useful to the installer at service. This 
history shows how many ignition errors, fuel errors 
and if any overheating have occurred via the sensing 
giver that is placed on the tipping chute and has the 
function of cutting the power to the burner if it is 
starting to get too hot up in the tipping chute. This 
giver is part of the security.               

 

 

 

 

 

    
                                
 
  Alarm   (The display shows a message and the burner has turned off) 

                                                                                         
 
 
At this alarm something has happened to the 
giver that controls the boiler temperature. Do not 
do any attempts to start the burner, we 
recommend that you turn off the switch on the 
burner. Immediately contact your nearest 
retailer/installer or ULMA AB.  
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When this alarm appears on the burner the pellet 
storage is emty. Please refill the storage with 
pellet. This is only if you have set up a level 
sensor in the storage. See also page 14. 

 

 
 
 
When this alarm appears on the burner we ask 
you to turn off the power to the burner when it has 
stopped and the fan stands still. Do not do any 
attempts to start the burner, we recommend that 
you turn off the switch on the burner. Immediately 
contact your nearest retailer/installer or ULMA 
AB.            
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

Error on the ignition element. Immediately contact 
your nearest retailer/installer or ULMA AB.                                                                                               

 
  
  
When the alarm fuel fault is shown on the display 
there can be many reasons to this!                        

1. Make sure there are pellets in the 
storage.                                  

2. Make sure that the auger engine is 
working by connecting the net cable of 
the burner and the net cable of the auger.               

3. If the storage is empty it is safest to fill 
this and run the auger until pellets come 
again manually. Let the auger run for 
approx.10 -15 min to get an even 
dosage.                              

4. Make sure if the pellet storage requires 
cleaning from chips since this may cause 
the pellets to hang on to the chips in the 
storage. This cause so called vaulting of 
the fuel.        

 

If error under the alarm ”Fuel fault” remains immediately contact your nearest retailer/installer or ULMA AB. 
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 Electrical installation 

All electrical connections on the burner and auger have high speed contact device see below.                   

 
1. Power switch  
2. Fuse 3,15Ah 
3. Power lead in ( 115 v ) 
4. To feed auger ( 115 v ) 
5. To temperature giver. 

 

 
 
Even the auger engine has a contact device (corresponding to nr 4 in the picture above this text).  
The protection cover of the burner can not be removed without pulling out all cables from the devices. 
The cable for supply voltage to the burner shall be connected by authorized electrician via the overheating 
protection of the boiler. Remaining connections have prepared cabling with connection devices that come with 
the burner. 
N.B.! THE BURNER SHALL ACCORDING TO LAW BE CONNECTED TO AN EXTERNAL OVERHEATING PROTECTION WITH 

MANUAL RESET. 

 

Level sensor 
 As an extra option you can order your new burner with a level sensor for the pellet storage. 
                       The PLC on the burner  is  already programmed for this function.      
                       Contact your nearest dealer for more info.                         

       

 
 

 

 Maintenance of the burner 
 

 
The automatic cleaning system cleans the combustion chamber with compressed air every time after firing.  
.  
It must always be connected to a compressor.  
How many times as necessary to clean manually due to the quality of pellets and how much energy the 
house consumes.  
 
Because a dirty boiler gives higher flue gas temperatures and thus lower efficiency. At least two times a year, 
the burner is taken apart and the outer burner tube is separated from the inside, ashes are being collected 
and sinter to be removed.  
 

  

. 
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Follow the instructions for manually cleaning 
 

 

       
1. Loosen cables.                                          2. Press catch before pulling out temp sensor connector. 

 

       

3.  Unscrew the cover.                                   4. Lift off the cover. 
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       6. Lift the rear of the burner.                                         7. Pill out the inner chamber unit. 
 

              
      8. Clean all combustion holes.             10. N.B !  When the inner chamber unit remounts must be mounted two                                                                                                                                                                                                         
                                                                         guide pins placed in holes on the burner. 
 
 
 
 
 

Then remount the reverse order as illustrated on page 16 and 17.. 
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 Wiring diagram 
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 Fault diagnosis schedule 
Fault  Cause Action  

The burner has stopped.  
Fuel fault on display.  

1. The pellet storage is empty. 
2. Air pocket has been created in the inlet of the 
feed auger. 
3. The auger has been blocked by waste. 
4. Stop in tipping chute. 

1. Fill with pellets. 
2. Shake the storage 
so that pellets fall 
down. 
3. Knock hard on the 
conveyor. 
4. Too big start dose. 
Decrease start dose. 

The burner stops even though it 
ignites. 

1. Too heavy feeding at operation level. 
2. Flame guard dirty or broken. 

1. Adjustment of fuel 
amount. 
2. Clean or change 
flame guard. 

The burner does not ignite.  
Ignition fault on the display. 

1. Wrong start dose. 
2. Broken ignition element. 
3. Stop in tipping chute. 

1. Change start dose. 
2. Change ignition 
element. 
3. Clean tipping 
chute. 

The burner stops now and then 
without visible reason. 
 

1. Incorrectly adjusted burner. 
2. Too big or heavy under pressure in the chimney. 
3. Error in the fuel feeding. 

1. Adjust the burner. 
2. Mount draft limiter. 
3. Clean feed auger 
from chips. 

 
Overheating on display. 

 
Too bad draft in the boiler. 

 
Sweep the boiler. 

 

 Data and Service information  
Safety regulations             
The product is CE-marked which means that it fulfills all prescribed requirements that exist to put the product 
into work within the EU. ULMA AB disclaims all responsibility that could occur at misuse or wrong use of the 
Ulma3000TCA burner. 

 
Change of ignition element 

1. Loosen all 3 cables to the burner. 
2. Demount the burner cover by loosing the 4 screws and then carefully pull the cover backwards. 
3. Loosen the quick-action hooks that hold the outer pipe towards the back cover. Carefully separate the 

burner.  
4. Loosen the screw that holds the ignition element and pull out the element from its position. 
5. Re-mount in reverse order.  

 
Change of flame guard 

1. Loosen all 3 cables to the burner. 
2. Demount the burner cover by loosening the 4 screws and then carefully pull the cover backwards. 
3. Loosen the connection cables on the control system and pull out the giver from its hole to the left of the 

fan.  
4. Push in the new giver in the holder 25 mm and fasten the nut. Connect the connections to the control 

system and remount the burner cover in reverse way. 
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Technical data  
Measurement outside boiler (wxhxd)                         250mm x 300mm x 365 mm 
Measurement chamberunit (diameter x length) 154 x 320 mm 
Combustion efficiency                           Approx. 97 % 
Given effect at maximum level   30 kW 
Tension    230 VAC 
Effect consumption (average during operation) Approx. 100 W 
Weight     14,5 kg 
Length standard auger   1,7 m 
Warranty (see warranty parts)  1 year 
 
Fittings   
 
Overheating protection to the boiler.   
Fuel storage. 
Accumulator control. 
Flue gas thermometer. 
Draft limiter. 

 

 Warranty conditions 

ULMA AB leaves a 1 year warranty on the Ulma 3000TCA pellet burner regarding fabrication faults on ingoing 
components. 
The exception are damages caused by lack of maintenance, incorrect handling or deficient installation. The 
warranty does not cover damages on persons or other property other than the sold product, not other 
consequential damages or indirect occurred damages. Working costs to change components are not included 
in the warranty. Ulma AB provides new components at return of defective components within 3 weeks. 
Components sent with receiver freight will not be gotten out.  
 
Provided that an authorized installer has mounted or inspected the burner and that warranty/installation 
certificate has been sent to ULMA AB no later than 2 weeks after installation. 
Yearly service should be made and service reports should be able to be shown at possible complaint. 
Otherwise no warranties are valid.       

If the retailer has a service agreement with the customer ULMA AB covers the working costs.  
The retailer is liable to inform the customer this.  
 
We reserve us the right to construction changes and dissent us from possible printing errors.  
 

 Information to the installer  
The installation certificates at the end of this manual shall be filled out with correct information. One to the 
customer that should be kept in this binder. The other one we would like you to send per mail to ULMA AB. We 
also prefer that you enclose a print from the flue gas analysis with date and time of the installation. For you who 
do not have access to a printer to your flue gas instrument we ask you to fill out the information in the 
installation certificate per hand. If this is not being followed we refer to the warranty conditions what regulations 
that are valid. If you mishandle this you are also removed from retailer system and you can no longer sell, 
install our products. If you use a different dosage auger brand we would like you to contact us at installation.  
 
Address information:  
 
ULMA AB 
Energigatan 11 
SE – 512 53 Svenljunga, SWEDEN  
Phone: +46 (0)325-17680 
Webb site: www.ulma.se   
E-mail: info@ulma.se       
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 Test record 

 
Date: __________________ 
 
Model: ____________________ 
 
Serial number: ____________________ 

 
 
Control items 

 
1. Connection and tension setting.      
  
 
2. Programming: Sweden     Finland     Denmark     English     Other______________ 
  
 
3. Functional inspection photo-conductive cell     
   
 
4. Functional inspection temperature sender      
   
 
5. Start up of burner: control of ignition unit + screw engine exit       
  
 
6. Electricity setting of screw engine      
  
 
7. Control of contents in packing      
  
  
    Accessory bag 
    Manual 
    Fall hose with hose adapter 
    Bottom reinforcement box 
 
 
    Checked and approved by: ______________________________ 
  
              Name: ____________________________ 
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 Installation certificate ULMA 3000 TCA   (customer copy) 

      

 
Customer Information: Installer / Retailer: 

Name: Company: 
 

Adress: Adress: 
 

Post code: Post code: 
 

City: City: 
 

Phone: Phone: 
 

 
Signature of the installer: Date: 
  

 

 

Type of product 
 

Type designation  Serial number  Year of production  

Pellet burner ULMA 3000 TCA  (20-30kW)   

Boiler 
   

  
  Check list: 
  Is our standard auger being used for the burner: Yes   No    

  Other brand:……………………………… 

  Spiral size: …….mm.  Give engine speed:………rpm. 

  Have a longer auger been chosen:  

  Yes   No    (Give length:……….meters)  

    Adjustment of draft limiter, measured draft is  

  then provided in the measurement protocol. 

    Control of storage / pellets feeding. (The way of the fuel).   

   Control of the hose between and feed auger,  

  burner unit, fall shaft, break door in burner. 

    Measured start dose: Give amount: ………….gram. 

  Dosage time:………….sec.  

    Setting of operation time:………..sec. 

  Idle time (………….sec) (Auger on/off during operation). 

    Flue gas temperature measured 1m down in the top of 

  the chimney at operation. Give temp value…………………degrees. 

 

   Burner ULMA 3000 TCA:  High power   Low power   Auto 

 
 
    Protocol: 

Draught  -hPa O2% CO ppm CO2% Flue gas temp Effect burner (kW) 

      

 
Give fuel deliverer at the service occasion. 
Bulk, small bags, other etc. 
 

 
 

 
If this instruction is not being followed at installation, operation and maintenance ULMA AB is according to existing warranty conditions not bounded. 

 
 
 
 

Printout from flue-gas test: 
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 Installation certificate ULMA 3000 TCA        (Mailed to ULMA AB in SVENLJUNGA, SWEDEN) 

 
Customer Information: Installer / Retailer: 

Name: Company: 
 

Adress: Adress: 
 

Post code: Post code: 
 

City: City: 
 

Phone: Phone: 
 

 
Signature of the installer: Date: 
  

 

 

Type of product 
 

Type designation  Serial number  Year of production  

Pellet burner ULMA 3000 TCA (20-30kW)   

Boiler 
   

  
  Check list: 
  Is our standard auger being used for the burner: Yes   No    

  Other brand:……………………………… 

  Spiral size: …….mm.  Give engine speed:………rpm. 

  Have a longer auger been chosen:  

  Yes   No    (Give length:……….meters)  

    Adjustment of draft limiter, measured draft is  

  then provided in the measurement protocol. 

    Control of storage / pellets feeding. (The way of the fuel).   

   Control of the hose between and feed auger,  

  burner unit, fall shaft, break door in burner. 

    Measured start dose: Give amount: ………….gram. 

  Dosage time:………….sec.  

    Setting of operation time:………..sec. 

  Idle time (………….sec) (Auger on/off during operation). 

    Flue gas temperature measured 1m down in the top of 

  the chimney at operation. Give temp value…………………degrees. 

 

   Burner ULMA 3000 TCA:  High power   Low power   Auto 

 
 
    Protocol: 

Draught  -hPa O2% CO ppm CO2% Flue gas temp Effect burner (kW) 

      

 
Give fuel deliverer at the service occasion. 
Bulk, small bags, other etc. 
 

 
 

 
If this instruction is not being followed at installation, operation and maintenance ULMA AB is according to existing warranty conditions not bounded. 

 

Printout from flue-gas test: 


